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Abstract: Fluid mixing is a key process we must understand in order to make 
predictions about a variety of water-related phenomena: the growth of 
phytoplankton, oceanic transport of salt and heat, and the dynamics of clouds, 
for example. I will talk about two recent lines of experiment, both intimately 
connected to mixing. One focuses on characterizing mixing and connecting it to 
coherent structures in the underlying flow; we address mixing by separating 
measured flow deformation into stretching and folding (affine and non-affine 
parts). In future work I will use the technique to study the mixing and growth 
dynamics of oceanic plankton, with implications for marine ecology, food chains, 
and carbon uptake. Rather than work with actual plankton, initial experiments 
will use an analogous, flow-coupled chemical reaction because it progresses on 
timescales convenient in the lab. The second line of work focuses on a major 
mechanism for marine mixing, Coriolis-restored inertial waves typical in rotating 
fluids. In recent experiments we identified particular inertial waves relevant to 
Earth's core, going on to explain their excitation and mode selection. In future 
work I will experimentally measure nonlinear interactions of colliding inertial 
wave beams, with implications for salt and heat transport in Earth's oceans.  
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